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Jim Goltz

Northern Goshawk
Autour des palombes
Accipiter gentilis

Few experiences are more thrilling (or terrifying) than hearing the alarm call of 
the Northern Goshawk, a loud, hollow “cuk-cuk-cuk-cuk,” as it fiercely defends its 
nest from would-be intruders. This species, our largest accipiter, can be found in 
forested regions throughout the northern hemisphere. Most of its North American 
range lies to our north and west, from the tree line south through the Northern 
Forests and western mountains.

In the Maritimes, as elsewhere, the Northern Goshawk is found in various habi-
tats, including sapling, immature, and mature coniferous and deciduous forest. 
The nest locations, which are often re-used between years, tend to be in mature 
forests with open understoreys and high canopy closure. Goshawk records came 
from forested regions throughout the Maritimes, including the very fragmented 
forests of PEI and the Annapolis Valley, although surprisingly few records came 
from the Valley Lowlands of NB or from southwestern NS. The probability of 
observation is relatively low across the whole of the Maritimes.
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The Northern Goshawk saw only small changes in its overall distribution, includ-
ing some retraction from NB’s western Valley Lowlands, and a corresponding 
decline in the probability of observation in this same region. The BBS in Canada 
also suggests no substantial population change. Nonetheless, the species has 
shown some sensitivity to landscape levels of timber harvesting in other regions 
and is considered highly sensitive to human disturbance at nest sites. Continued 
monitoring of populations and of breeding success in the Maritimes could be 
important for this majestic bird of prey.

 — Peter Bush
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Northern Goshawk

Sean Basquill
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Gail Bisson

Red-shouldered Hawk
Buse à épaulettes
Buteo lineatus

Arguably our handsomest hawk, the Red-shouldered Hawk is also one of our rarest, 
only just edging into our region from its main range southwest of the Maritimes. 
It is primarily a bird of the extensive mature deciduous or mixed tracts that are 
found throughout the Eastern Temperate Forests.

Habitat analyses here, despite small sample sizes, show the species’ typical 
association with shade-tolerant hardwoods, with nests usually placed in mature 
trees below the canopy. Atlas records are concentrated in NB’s Valley and Grand 
Lake lowlands, next to the species’ main range, but are also scattered elsewhere, 
extending into northern NB and, for the first time, NS. Nonetheless, records are 
too scarce to tell if the species’ distribution or abundance has changed or is simply 
variable because of the species’ paucity.
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Varied survey methods throughout the Red-shouldered Hawk’s range suggest 
a roughly stable population overall, with a slight increase noted in the OBBA. Its 
presence here is part of a historically recent northward range expansion, as agri-
culture has declined and forests have matured. In 2006, while acknowledging the 
continuing loss and fragmentation of the large forests that the species requires, 
COSEWIC saw enough evidence of its recovery to change its status from Special 
Concern to Not at Risk.

 — Andy Horn

Red-shouldered Hawk

Sean Blaney
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Denis Doucet

Broad-winged Hawk
Petite Buse
Buteo platypterus

Although not uncommon in NB and mainland NS, the Broad-winged Hawk is observed 
infrequently because of its retiring habits and mottled brown plumage. In the Maritimes, 
this small, compactly built buteo is at the northeastern edge of a range that encompasses 
the Northern Forests and Eastern Temperate Forests.

This hawk’s habitat preference is for mature deciduous or mixed forests, where it nests 
in the lower canopy and hunts along forest edges and openings. Widely distributed through 
most of the Maritimes except PEI and Cape Breton, the species was reported most often 
from squares dominated by mixed forest cover. The probability of observing the Broad-
winged Hawk is highest in NB’s Valley and Eastern Lowlands. Records appear somewhat less 
concentrated in areas dominated by conifers or agricultural fields.

There appears to be little change in the distribution or probability of observing the 
Broad-winged Hawk. The continuing absence of the species from most of Cape Breton and 
PEI, despite the presence of apparently suitable habitat, is puzzling. Although the Broad-
winged Hawk is not well monitored through point counts, BBS data suggest a long-term 
positive trend across Canada.

 — Sandy Burnett
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John Chardine

Red-tailed Hawk
Buse à queue rousse
Buteo jamaicensis

Its cry has graced many a Western movie, and now the Red-tailed Hawk is a lead-
ing presence in the Maritimes. This generalist predator repopulated the region 
after persecution a century ago, and its diet, more terrestrial and lower on the 
food chain than the fare of many other raptors, greatly shielded it from DDT in 
the mid-20th century.

The Red-tailed Hawk ranges throughout North America south of the tree line, 
and it is highly adaptable to many habitat types in its continental distribution. In 
eastern North America, it prefers woodlots with open canopies and associated 
open areas, such as farmlands. That description applies well to its habitat on PEI, 
where point counts were too few for habitat analyses. In NS and NB, the species is 
associated with forested landscapes containing mature hardwood, especially in NB.

The Red-tailed Hawk is widely distributed in the Maritimes, with areas of 
sparser representation filling in from the first to the second atlas, especially in the 
lowlands of NB. The probability of observing this species is highest in NS, where 
it was detected in nearly every square.
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The probability of observation remained similar overall, although some areas, 
such as NB’s Central Uplands and PEI (where the species was confirmed nesting 
for the first time), showed some increase, and others, such as Western NS and 
the Cape Breton Highlands, showed some decrease. Canada-wide BBS surveys 
show an increase over the long term that may have slowed more recently, which 
suggests that the habitat trends thought to account for this species’ success are 
starting to reverse.

 — Rosemary Curley
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Jim Wilson

Yellow Rail
Râle jaune
Coturnicops noveboracensis

The smallest rail in the Maritimes, the Yellow Rail is virtually unknown to the 
region’s birders, naturalists, and scientists. This bird seldom flushes and only males 
call, mostly at night. Casual observations are rare, and extra effort is required to 
detect this species.

The Maritimes are the eastern edge of a breeding range that extends from the 
Mixed Wood Plains in the east to the northern Great Plains in the west, and as far 
north as the Hudson Plain and southern Taiga. Within this large range, the Yellow 
Rail occurs locally in freshwater or brackish areas dominated by sedges (Carex spp.).

For the second atlas, two calling males were detected: one in a seasonally 
flooded meadow along the Saint John River Valley, the other in a wetland adjacent 
to the Eel River Dam in the Northern Uplands. For the first atlas the species was 
detected in three squares — along the Saint John River Valley, in the Tantramar 
Marshes, and at Amherst Point MBS — with multiple birds recorded at once. 
Breeding has not been confirmed since 1881, despite annual detections in the 
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Tantramar Marshes in the mid-1900s and at Grand Lake from 1991 to 1997. The 
Grand Lake site was visited one night in June 2009 as part of the atlas effort, but 
no Yellow Rails were detected. Given the species’ extremely limited distribution 
and low detectability, any changes between atlases likely reflect its low popula-
tion, the ephemeral nature of its preferred habitat, and low breeding site fidelity.

COSEWIC first assessed the Yellow Rail as a species of Special Concern in 1999, 
but its Maritime status is difficult to determine because the bird is so hard to detect 
and potential habitat is hard to find and access. However, the history of occurrence 
suggests there may be a small breeding population here. More focussed effort is 
required to shed light on this species’ status in the Maritimes.

 — Scott Makepeace

Yellow Rail

Jim Wilson
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Graham Williams

King Rail 
Râle élégant
Rallus elegans

This large, secretive marsh bird breeds in freshwater and brackish marshes of the 
Eastern Temperate Forests, except in high-elevation areas. The nearest Canadian 
breeding records are from extreme southwestern Ontario, and occasional extra-
limital records at other locations do not necessarily indicate breeding range 
expansion. The King Rail has not been confirmed breeding in the Maritimes, and 
it was not detected for the first atlas. Previous Maritime records were vagrants 
during migration.

The King Rail occurs in a variety of marshy habitats, preferring wetlands having 
a mosaic of vegetation patches and a range of water level conditions. The single 
atlas report came from the upper intertidal zone of the Petitcodiac River near 
Moncton, NB, inland from an old Acadian dyke that excluded saltwater except 
during very high tides or storm surges. The bird was first heard in late May 2007 
and photographed in early June (see photo opposite). A rail nest with a clutch of 
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eight eggs, found nearby in late May, was thought perhaps to have belonged to 
this bird. Although the bird was well photographed and conclusively identified, 
the information on the nest and eggs was insufficient to determine the species 
of rail involved. As a consequence, this intriguing breeding record must still be 
considered as merely possible.

 — Kate Bredin

King Rail 

Chris Kennedy
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Paul Lagasi

Virginia Rail
Râle de Virginie
Rallus limicola

More likely heard than seen, this small, long-billed rail is distinguished by its 
grunting call as it wades through thick reeds and cattails in Maritime wetlands. A 
localized breeder in the Maritimes, the Virginia Rail has a range extending west 
across the continent, from the more temperate southern boreal regions to the 
Great Plains and Rockies. Throughout its range it is restricted primarily to shal-
low, vegetation-rich freshwater wetlands and is largely absent from large, intact 
forests, higher elevations, and deserts.

In the Maritimes, the Virginia Rail nests in thick emergent vegetation in 
impounded and natural freshwater wetlands, as well as along the marshy mar-
gins of freshwater lakes and rivers. The species is most concentrated in lowlands 
with relatively large, rich wetland complexes, such as the Lower Saint John River 
Valley and the NB-NS border region, although there are other occurrences scat-
tered throughout the Maritimes.

While there were changes between atlases in terms of which squares were 
occupied, there were no real changes in overall distribution or probability of 
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observation. As a marsh generalist, the Virginia Rail is able to select the best of a 
large number of ephemeral unoccupied habitats, which may explain some of the 
shifts in where it was found. Limited BBS data and the OBBA suggest the Canadian 
population is stable, but the Great Lakes Marsh Monitoring Program data indicate 
that it declined between 1995 and 2012. While the atlas data suggest that the 
Maritimes population is stable, relatively little is known about this secretive spe-
cies’ status in our region.

 — Laurel Bernard
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Phil Riebel

Sora
Marouette de Caroline
Porzana carolina

The loud “whinny” of this short-billed rail is a distinctive call heard in freshwater 
marshes in the Maritimes. The Sora occurs in wetlands across much of the contin-
ent, as far north as the Taiga and as far south as Mediterranean California. The 
Maritimes, the Gaspé Peninsula, and southern Newfoundland make up the northern 
extent of its range in the east.

Habitat preferred by the Sora in the Maritimes includes rich emergent fresh-
water wetlands with cattails or sedges, as well as coastal wetlands and marshy 
edges of lakes, rivers, and ponds. The species’ distribution reflects the availability 
of these habitats. Areas with the greatest probability of observation are the Saint 
John River Valley, the Northumberland Lowlands, and PEI.

The Sora was found in more squares for the second atlas, but there was little 
change in probability of observation across the region as a whole. There was, 
however, a marginal increase in the Northumberland Lowlands, where the spe-
cies was newly detected in several squares, and some decrease along the Upper 
Saint John River Valley.

In the southern parts of this species’ range, breeding may have become more 
localized because of loss and degradation of emergent wetlands over the past 
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century. In the Maritimes, however, populations appear relatively stable, perhaps 
because of an increase in impounded wetlands for waterfowl habitat manage-
ment, ongoing since the 1960s.

 — Laurel Bernard
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Sora

Sean Blaney
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John Chardine

Common Gallinule
Gallinule d’Amérique
Gallinula galeata

The Common Gallinule is a relatively recent arrival to the Maritimes, being sighted 
regularly within only the past several decades. It was recorded as “Common 
Moorhen” for the first atlas, before a recent taxonomic split from that Old World 
species. The Common Gallinule has a spotty occurrence in the Maritimes because 
it is at the northern edge of its range and has a localized and disjunct breed-
ing distribution in general. Larger strongholds are in the Lower Great Lakes/St. 
Lawrence Plain, along the Gulf coast, and in much of Mexico and the Caribbean.

Around the Lower Great Lakes, the Common Gallinule nests in permanently 
flooded deep marshes with robust emergents, usually cattails, interspersed with 
pools of water containing aquatic vegetation. In the Maritimes, its distribution is 
localized, likely because of low population levels and the species’ apparent (but 
not exclusive) preference for impounded and managed wetlands. The few breed-
ing records are from cattail marshes and impounded wetlands in lowland areas, 
where wetlands are typically large and diverse.
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The Common Gallinule was present in only two of the same squares as in the 
first atlas, but such small shifts in distribution are expected of scarce species in 
which individuals opportunistically select the best sites each year. The creation of 
impounded wetlands in the Maritimes has likely contributed to the persistence of 
this species’ small population here.

 — Laurel Bernard

Common Gallinule

Adam Campbell
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Dan Busby

American Coot
Foulque d’Amérique
Fulica americana

Like the Common Gallinule, the American Coot is a relatively recent arrival to the 
Maritimes. It, too, differs from other rails in lacking their secretive habitats and 
can often be seen swimming in open water. A rare and local breeder here, the 
coot is most common in the core of its range: the Prairie Potholes. Throughout its 
range, the species’ preferred breeding habitat is freshwater wetlands that have 
a mix of thick emergent vegetation for nesting and open water for feeding on 
vegetation and invertebrates.

During the second atlas period, the American Coot was found in large fresh-
water marshes, impoundments, lakes with cattails and marshy shorelines, and, in 
one case, a beaver pond. The only confirmed breeding was in Amherst Point MBS, 
where there are several freshwater impoundments and coots are most abundant. 
Other sightings were scattered throughout the Maritimes, primarily in wetland-
rich lowlands where appropriate nesting habitat is readily available.
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The American Coot was recorded in several squares where it was not found 
during the first atlas period, such as the Eastern Lowlands, and it was not detected 
in others where previously recorded. However, the species was present in the 
same number of squares overall. Given this species’ lack of site fidelity and small 
Maritime population, changes may represent a few individuals selecting from a 
surplus of marshes to breed in each year. Despite substantial declines in the 19th 
century, American Coot populations have recently stabilized, and the Maritimes 
likely owe their coot population to conservation efforts and habitat creation for 
waterfowl.

 — Laurel Bernard

American Coot

Colin MacKinnon 
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Stu Tingley

Sandhill Crane 
Grue du Canada
Grus canadensis

The evocative trumpeting of the Sandhill Crane can be heard in the Maritimes 
during migration and occasionally during the breeding season. Confirmation of 
breeding, however, eluded atlassers until the last of five field seasons, when CWS 
personnel discovered an active nest during aerial waterfowl surveys.

The Sandhill Crane breeds throughout the northern half of North America from 
the Arctic coast south to the Great Lakes, and sparsely farther east. Formerly a bird 
of western North America, it is expanding eastward as populations rebound from 
near extirpation in the early 20th century. Aiding its expansion have been new 
wetland protection measures, reduced hunting pressure, and the species’ recent 
adaptations to feed in agricultural fields and to nest in smaller wetlands. With 
a robust, increasing population in eastern North America, the Sandhill Crane is 
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expanding into new areas with suitable breeding habitat, especially in more north-
easterly parts of North America, such as the Maritimes. The second atlas shows 
seven new, widely scattered records extending east to the Northumberland coast.

The Sandhill Crane nests in a wide variety of wetlands, including forest-edged 
bogs and fens, wet meadows, marshes, and open grasslands with ponds, provided 
these wetlands have diverse aquatic vegetation, seasonally stable water levels, 
and some distance from human habitation. Sandhill Crane pairs were recorded 
in marshes along larger rivers, specifically the Annapolis and Kennebecasis rivers, 
and an active nest was found at the edge of a peat meadow in a bog complex in 
southeastern NB. While this may be the first confirmed breeding in the Maritimes, 
it is unlikely to be the last.

 — Kate Bredin

Sandhill Crane 
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Samuel Denault

Semipalmated Plover
Pluvier semipalmé
Charadrius semipalmatus

For Maritime birders, the Semipalmated Plover is one of the most commonly 
observed fall shorebird migrants. Occasionally confused with its paler, rare cousin 
the Piping Plover, this approachable shorebird is usually recognized by its fluty call 
note and dark breast band. While the vast majority of this species’ breeding range 
is in North America’s low Arctic and subarctic regions, a small, isolated population 
has bred along the cool Maritime lowlands since at least the late 1800s.

In the Maritimes, the Semipalmated Plover nests coastally, preferring stony 
beaches with a saltmarsh or brackish pond nearby. Here, its distribution is limited 
to very few locations, including Cape Sable Island at the southern tip of NS — the 
only site where breeding was confirmed.

This species has never been a common or widespread breeder here. 
Nevertheless, detections have declined still further since the first atlas, especially 
on PEI and along the Northumberland Strait. While nearly half of all breeding 
records in the first atlas were attributed to PEI, not a single breeding plover was 
detected there for the second atlas. As well, breeding was confirmed in only one 
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square for the second atlas, compared to nine for the first. It is difficult to ascer-
tain whether awareness of potential plover breeding was similar between atlases. 
Careful observation is required to note the more subtle behaviours of breeding 
individuals compared with migratory birds during the summer, as the species is a 
common migrant in the same habitats where it breeds.

ACSS data indicate that North America’s Semipalmated Plover population has 
remained stable since the 1970s, suggesting that the reduced numbers observed 
in our region are not due to range contraction out of the Maritimes, although 
certain sites may have become unsuitable for breeding or simply were not used 
during the second atlas period. As is the case for other shorebirds requiring low-
elevation coastal habitat for breeding, the greatest threat to the Semipalmated 
Plover in the Maritimes may be human disturbance, followed by nest predation 
and increases in storm frequency and intensity along the coast.

 — Julie Paquet

Semipalmated Plover

Nicole MacDonald
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John Chardine

Piping Plover 
Pluvier siffleur
Charadrius melodus

The Piping Plover is a flagship species for coastal ecosystems across the Maritimes. 
Organized efforts to recover this species here have intensified since the first atlas, 
as non-profit organizations, government agencies, community groups, and hun-
dreds of volunteers survey beaches, monitor plovers, and protect nesting habitat 
in each province.

The Piping Plover comprises two subspecies, one found on the Great Plains 
and along the Great Lakes, and the other found along the Atlantic coast from 
Newfoundland to North Carolina. The latter population breeds in open or sparsely 
vegetated areas on coastal beaches, especially wide, dune-backed beaches.

The plover’s Maritime breeding range extends along the coast from south-
ernmost NS to the Acadian Peninsula. The second atlas shows no overall change 
in distribution but does reveal new breeding occurrences in eastern PEI, eastern 
NB, and western Cape Breton. The only range loss, in western PEI, has unknown 
causes, although all-terrain vehicle use and severe beach erosion may be factors. 
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Despite the positive changes in breeding occurrences documented here, the 
International Piping Plover Census shows a 32% decline in the Maritime population 
between 1991 and 2011. The causes of the population decline are largely unknown, 
although a low survival rate of juvenile plovers may be a key factor. Primary threats 
include habitat loss and degradation from coastal development, motorized vehi-
cles, and human disturbance, along with predator pressure. Shoreline alteration, 
which disrupts natural sand transport processes, is an emerging threat. Piping 
Plovers were first assessed as Endangered by COSEWIC in 2001 and again in 2013.

 — Sue Abbott

Piping Plover 

John Chardine
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Ralph Eldridge

Killdeer
Pluvier kildir
Charadrius vociferus

Woe to those who disturb a breeding Killdeer! Sure to ensue are its famous distrac-
tion tactics: penetrating “kill-deer” alarm calls and dramatic feigning of broken 
wings. Its moxie, coupled with its use of open and altered landscapes — including 
agricultural fields, clear-cuts, and golf courses — no doubt account for its wide-
spread range, throughout North America south of the Arctic.

In the Maritimes, the Killdeer is associated primarily with open habitats domin-
ated by cultivated grasslands or, especially in NB, coastal marshes and mudflats. 
Thus the species breeds mainly in the lowlands of NB and NS, throughout PEI, 
and at a few coastal locations elsewhere. The Killdeer was most often detected in 
the lowlands of NB and NS, regions characterized by open landscapes, especially 
farmlands.

Losses in distribution were most pronounced along the Saint John and 
Miramichi river valleys, across PEI, and along the Bay of Fundy. The probability of 
observation declined dramatically in all three provinces, which mirrors declining 
BBS trends across Canada and in NB in recent decades. Changes in agricultural 
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land use, such as decreased livestock farming, may account for some distribution 
losses. The Killdeer’s ability to adapt to human-altered environments may not be 
entirely beneficial, as it may increase exposure to lethal threats, such as pesticides 
and collisions with vehicles and structures.

 — Sue Abbott
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Gail Bisson

American Oystercatcher
Huîtrier d’Amérique
Haematopus palliatus

With its boldly patterned plumage, long red bill, and pink legs, the American 
Oystercatcher is the largest North American shorebird and arguably the flashiest. 
No oystercatchers were detected during the first atlas period, so the second atlas 
confirms a significant and exciting range expansion in the Maritimes. The species 
breeds primarily along the Atlantic coast south of NS to the Gulf of Mexico. Its 
distribution is limited to sandy beach–saltmarsh ecosystems and rocky islets and 
bars, particularly those with accessible intertidal shellfish beds and little human 
disturbance.

Since the American Oystercatcher was first recorded as breeding on Cape 
Sable Island, at the southern tip of NS, in the late 1990s, that area’s population 
has grown to approximately four breeding pairs and represents the species’ core 
breeding area in the Maritimes. In addition, a site off Canso, NS, held a lingering 
individual in 2009 and then an apparently territorial pair in 2010 and 2011. Another 
site, off Grand Manan Island, yielded one sighting in 2006. This location is within 
100 km of the nearest known breeding site in Maine.
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The small increase seen in the Maritimes likely reflects the species’ northward 
range expansion, ongoing since the mid-1900s. However, despite population 
increases in the north, declines have been recorded in the core of the species’ 
breeding range. These declines, coupled with the vulnerability of the small Atlantic 
population to threats — particularly habitat loss, human disturbance, predation 
pressure, pollution, and sea-level rise — have led to extensive conservation and 
management efforts in the US. The Maritimes support less than 1% of the global 
population, but our region nevertheless has conservation significance because 
it currently represents the entire Canadian population, and it is the American 
Oystercatcher’s northern range limit.

 — Sue Abbott

American Oystercatcher

Karel Allard
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